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The support RIBA receives through our  
Corporate Programme allows us to achieve so much more 
than we could on our own. We are enormously grateful
for your interest and commitment.

It is hard to imagine how we could achieve our purpose 
of championing better buildings, communities and the 
environment, through architecture and our members if it 
were not for the investment of energy, engagement
and support from the business leaders who make 
themselves part of RIBA through our  
Corporate Programme.

Thank you for taking the time to look at the information on 
the following pages. I hope it will help you to decide which 
benefits of the Corporate Programme might best fit your 
company’s profile, and then to become part of the group 
of remarkable businesses that are already enjoying the 
best that RIBA has to offer.

I look forward to welcoming you.

Harry Rich
Chief Executive

Welcome to the Royal 
Institute of British 
Architects
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Be part of our ever 
changing programme

Every year RIBA welcomes many thousands of visitors to 
our central London headquarters. Our galleries play host to 
three major exhibitions annually, while our acclaimed ‘Late 
Tuesdays’ events offer an ever-evolving programme
of architect talks, film screenings and building tours 
throughout the year. Our innovative educational and
thought-leadership programmes, together with our 
internationally renowned prizes and awards, ensure that 
RIBA remains a dynamic champion at the heart of the
world of architecture and the built environment.

We invite you to join a group that includes the most 
distinguished, exciting and vital business in the world.

As part of the Corporate Programme of RIBA, your
company will have the privileged opportunity to 
become a part of this unrivalled celebration of the best 
of architecture, past, present and future. Our aim is to 
establish meaningful partnerships, in line both with your
objectives and with ours; and to engage with audiences in 
authentic ways that highlight brand values while providing 
valuable, exciting and memorable experiences.
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Unique events in 
beautiful spaces

RIBA’s headquarters at 66 Portland Place is a stunning
example of Art Deco architecture, conveniently located in 
London’s West End and close to beautiful Regent’s Park. 
The building is one of the capital’s most prized events 
and entertaining venues, with elegant interiors, a unique 
backdrop of historic architectural drawings, models
and photographs, and a delightful garden terrace.

Our flexible spaces can accommodate a range of 
functions, and our dedicated special events and audio-
visual teams can help with all aspects of the co-ordination
of your event, whether it’s an investors’ meeting or a 
celebratory dinner, a large-scale reception or a special 
private view.
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Build a rewarding 
relationship with  
RIBA

RIBA’s Corporate Programme has been designed to offer a 
variety of rewarding benefits.

These include:
• priority access to our prestigious venue
• invitations to our exhibition openings and special events
• discounts in our stores and for our group tours and

lectures
• privileged opportunities to host parties and events in

our wonderful architectural spaces

As a valued supporter of RIBA, you will also be first to 
learn about the sponsorship opportunities for our range of 
exhibitions, educational programmes and special events. 
Each of these guarantees high-profile exposure to the 
thousands of people who visit RIBA each year, whether
in person or online at architecture. com. In addition, 
employees of our corporate partners can become more 
involved in our work through our volunteer programme 
and special interest groups.
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Benefits at every level

*Corporate card = 10% discount voucher in the bookshop, café and bistro
** Venue hire only, catering not included
***There are a minimum of three exhibitions per annum
****There are a minimum of ten lectures and talks per annum
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£6,000 per year + VAT

• 25 Corporate cards*
• 10% discount on venue hire fees**
• 6 invitations to special exhibitions and previews***
• 6 complimentary tickets to lectures and talks****
• Exclusive use of RIBA Corporate Patron logo

£12,000 per year + VAT

• 75 Corporate cards*
• 20% discount on venue hire fees**
• 12 invitations to special exhibitions, previews and 

receptions***
• 12 complimentary tickets to lectures and talks****
• 1 double ticket to the Stirling Prize award ceremony
• RIBA brand recognition on architecture.com
• Exclusive use of RIBA Corporate Patron logo

Silver

Gold

In addition to the tiered 
benefits listed, all 
corporate levels receive:

• First sight of RIBA sponsorship opportunities
• Access to the RIBA Individual Patrons’ exclusive 

programme of events
• Discount for employees in the RIBA Shop and online
• Copies of selected RIBA publications
• Opportunities for guided tour of RIBA and its collections 

for staff and clients



Further information
To discuss our Corporate Programme,
please contact:
Royal Institute of British Architects
66 Portland Place
London W1B 1AD
t +44 (0)20 7307 3673
e marcelo.ventura@riba.org
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